Acrovyn by Design® Tapestry™ Collection

The Tapestry™ Collection is the artful fusion of Acrovyn® and woven fibers designed to enhance the sophistication of any interior space, all while beautifully coordinating with CS interior product systems.

Features

• Fuses the depth and beauty of woven fibers with Acrovyn®
• Four exclusive artisan textiles in 16 colors providing 64 unique combinations
• Available in two configurations: wall panels and direct applied sheet

Benefits

• Cleanability and protection in a uniquely engineered composite that traditional wall coverings and fabrics can’t match
• Natural variation in the woven textiles bring artisan charm to any space
• Visual statements to unify areas or any space requiring coordinated finishes
• Inspires a sense of connection to nature and the experiences within

Patterns

Thatched Coastal Grooves Dunes
Acrovyn by Design® Tapestry™ Collection

Applications
- Feature/accent walls
- Lobbies
- Headwalls
- Entry ways
- Reception areas

Building Segments
- Hospitality
- Retail
- Education
- Healthcare
- Health & Wellness
- Mixed Use
- Corporate & Commercial
- Senior Living

Product Details
- .040” thick
- Available in sheet up to 4x8’
- Aluminum trim, clear or color matched caulk, and butt-joints are available for joints/ transitions
- Suede texture
- PVC-free

Available Colors
- Fete en Blanc
- Isles of Sand
- Whispering Dove
- Passing Clouds
- Champagne Brunch
- Harvest Gold
- Blushing Moon
- Copper Horizon
- Cucumber Mist
- Baja Basil
- Skipping Pebbles
- Pebbled Beach
- Sea Glass
- Waters Edge
- Raindrop Dance
- Eve of Indigo

Available Trim Options
Wall Panel Systems
- Thin Trim
- Picture Frame

Direct Applied Sheet
Aluminum trims are recommended for joints/ transitions.
- Radius
- Flat

All aluminum sheet trim options are available in 8 anodized finishes.

Questions? Connect with a CS Representative.
c-sgroup.com/representative-locator
800.233.8493c-sgroup.com
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